
 

VISION 
DAV envisions to provide a stimulating learning environment 
with a technological orientation covering the prescribed 
curriculum in such a way that it enhances and enriches the 
inherent potential of the student . We at DAV nurture the 
budding minds ina way which ensures that students are well 
equipped & armed up to meet the challenges of their future in a 
very positive way . Our vision is to continue expanding & 
exploring both locally and globally and become a knowledge 
leader & content provider. As true DAVians we aspire to be a 
global epicenter of knowledge, culture & produce dynamic 
resourceful and enterprising individuals. We intend to march 
ahead with a clear vision in our minds keeping well in pace with 
the fast changing digital world around us & maintaining a 
balance by creating a sustainable environment which forms the 
key to human identity. DAV aims to be an institution of 
excellence, dedication and foundation for a holistic development. 
We as an integral part of the DAV society crave to produce 
citizens of sterling national character and social commitment & 
this struggle to achieve perfection in every way has been rightly 
kept alive with equal momentum by DAV IPS sec-2, Bhilai. 
 



 

Our mission based on the philosophy of Swami 
Dayanand is to provide a wide range of holistic 
education by homogenizing the western knowledge 
while remaining anchored to the Indian culture 
moorings. We the DAVians are also committed to 
develop a scientific temper by crusading against 
superstitions and outdated custom, to raise up 
generations who are morally upright, intellectually 
well informed and emotionally balanced. We shall 
act as a catalyst of change by spreading education 
& by dismantling the cobwebs of ignorance & 
illiteracy.  

We are indebted to sensitize individuals 
towards social welfare, to nurture creative & 
resourceful minds who care for the nation & 
the weaker sections of society, to inculcate the 
young minds with humanistic passions and 
values DAV’s mission always has been to 
develop a thirst for knowledge in the 
students, devotion to honest and sincere 
discharge of duties and to impart an 
education, “to build” and education“ to 
repay”. A spark that was ignited by the DAV 
institutions way back in 1886 by its 
founding members, we as the torch bearers 
are committed to carry out the same mission 
in the realm of education. 
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